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A study of the angular spreadof plasmafluxesdetectedin the Venus ionosheathis presented.It is
shown that in the inner regionsof the ionosheath,where the flux intensity is severelydecreasedwith
respectto solarwind values,the width of the azimuthaldistributionof the local plasmais comparableto,
or evenlarger than, that of the strongerfluxesmeasuredin the outer ionosheath.The observedvariation

of theangularwidthsuggests
theexistence
of a sourceof heatingneartheionopause
butis notc6nsistent
with the overall cooling that would be expectedif mass loading and charge exchangecollisionswere
solely responsiblefor the interaction processat that boundary. Dissipativephenomenaassociatedwith
local plasmaturbulentprocesses
seemto be requiredto accountfor the broad angulardistributionsseen
near the ionopause.

INTRODUCTION

that in addition to the decreased flow velocities seen near and

downstream from the terminator, the observations show that

The identity of the plasmafluxesthat streamin the vicinity
of the Venus ionopauseremainsone of the most important
issuesof the analysis of the interaction process that takes
place between the solar wind and the ionosphericplasma.

the plasma temperatureappearsto be higher in that region
[Verigin et al., 1978 Figure 8; Romanovet al., 1979, Figure 5].
The observed temperature enhancementsare considerably
larger than that predicted from the inviscid flow calculations
of Spreiterand Stahara [1980, Figure 9], and suggestthe existenceof dissipativeprocesses,as would be expectedto result

From the early observationof a gradual decreaseof the flow
velocityin the inner regionsof the Venus ionosheathduring
the inbound leg of the Mariner 5 fly-by [Bridge et al., 1967], a
significantamount of experimentalevidencehas been accumulated which indicatesthat the shockedsolar wind is severely
modifiedby its interactionwith the ionosphere/atmosphere
of
the planet. In that and more recent experimentsconducted
with the Venera [Vaisberg et al., 1976; Gringauz, 1976] and
the Pioneer Venus (PVO) [Wolfe et al., 1979; lntriligator et
al., 1979; Mihalov et al., 1982] orbiters it has been recognized
that the plasmafluxesstreamingnear the Venusionopauseare
significantlyweaker than those seen in the outer ionosheath
and that a certain loss of the incident momentum

from a viscous interaction

analysisof the PVO plasmadata, which further supportsthe
high plasma temperaturesin the inner ionosheathreported
from the Venera measurements.The inferred temperature
valuessuggestthat the streamingplasma population, even in
the immediatevicinity of the ionopause,is formed mainly of
shockedsolar wind protonsor heatedionosphericparticles.In
either casethe high temperaturesassociatedwith suchpopulation are not consistentwith the overall cooling that would
he exnected
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dominatedthe interactionprocess.

the inner ionosheathis mostlydue to the massloading of the
incidentsolar wind plasmawith cool ionosphericmaterial and
that the different compositionof the plasma fluxes in that
region is responsiblefor the observedchangesin the flow.
Copyright 1985 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

the shocked solar wind

Tejada, 1982].
In the present report we provide evidence,based on the

flux is im-

plied by the observedvelocityand densityprofiles.
Further measurementsmade with the PVO spacecrafthave
also revealed that the inner region of the ionosheath is contaminated with a population of ionosphericparticles.Spenner
et al. [1980] have reported, for example, that in a region
about 1500 km thick above the ionopausenear the terminator
the measuredelectronspectracontain an appreciablecomponent of low-energy electrons of ionospheric origin. These
measurementswere recently used by Russell and Vaisberg

Perez-de-Tejada
[1982]haspointed
out,ontheotherhand,

between

and the ionosphericplasma.In this alternativeinterpretation
[Perez-de-Tejadaand Dryer, 1976] the lossof momentumflux
of the shockedsolar wind is due to viscoustransferprocesses
whichdrive the upper ionosphericplasmatoward the nightside.The observationof a generaldisplacementof the ionosphericparticlesin that direction [Knudsenet al., 1980] is in
agreementwith this view and accountsself-consistently
for the
momentum flux missingabove the ionopause[see Perez-de-

PVO

OBSERVATIONS

The high temperaturesof the plasma in the inner ionosheathreported from the Venera measurementshave been in-

ferred from calculationsbased on the shape of the energy
spectraof the plasmafluxesdetectedin this region. Suchestimatesapply acrossdistancestraveledby the spacecraftduring
the time intervaltaken by the plasmainstrumentto complete
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Fig. 1. Upper panel shows trajectory of the PVO during orbit 62 projected on a plane in which the vertical
coordinategivesthe distancefrom the spacecraftto the sun-venusaxis.The black boxesindicatethe positionof the PVO
at the time when the plasmainstrumentconductedangularscanswithin the regionof rarifiedfluxesnear the ionopause(I),
in the outer ionosheath(II), and in the solarwind (III). The long white boxesindicatethe positionof the spacecraft
when
the plasmainstrumentcarried out energyscanspreviousto the angularmeasurements.
Lower panel showsazimuthal
distributionof peak plasmafluxesmeasuredin the 582.8-and 656.4-eVenergystepsduringthe angularscansindicatedin
the upper panel.

each energy scan. In the Soviet experiments[Vaisberg et al.,
1976; Gringauz et al., 1976] the distancesinvolved are comparable or even smaller than the thicknessof the region of
rarified fluxes adjacent to the ionopausenear the terminator.
In the PVO data, however,each energyscanmay be obtained
acrosssignificantlylarger distances,and thus it is difficult, in
general,to estimateadequatelythe temperatureof the plasma
from energymeasurements
taken in that region.
Data which are not restrictedby this limitation are provided by the angular scan measurementsthat the PVO plasma
instrument performs after each energy scan. In its angular
mode[lntriligator et al., 1980] the plasmainstrumentanalyzes
the azimuthal and latitudinal distributionof the plasmafluxes

detectedin four adjacentenergystepsat and near the peak of
the energyspectrum.Sinceeach angularscantakesapproximately 12 s (while the PVO travels distancesof the order of
100 km), the informationobtainedfrom thesemeasurements
is
more adequate for examining locally the propertiesof the
plasmain the ionosheath.
The study presentedin this report is basedon the examina-

tion of about 20 orbits which probed the near-wakeregion
during the first year of operationof the PVO. The low height
periapsis of those early orbits is, in fact, most suitable to

examine the conditions in the vicinity of the terminator,
downstreamfrom the planet. The availability of adequate
angular measurementsin the inner ionosheathis limited, how-

ever,by the short operationtime of the plasmaanalyzerin its
angular mode. Thus, in most orbits the spacecraftmoves
across that region while the plasma instrument performs
energymeasurementsand only occasionallywhile it conducts
an angular scan. An example in which these latter observations were made is presentedin Figure 1. The lower panelsin
Figure 1 show the normalized azimuthal distribution of
plasmafluxesin the 582.8-and 656.4-eVenergystepsin which
peak intensitieswere measuredin the inner regions of the
ionosheath(I), in the outer ionosheath(II), and in the free
streamsolar wind (III) during the outbound leg of orbit 62.
The position of the spacecraft at the time in which such
measurementswere made is indicated schematicallyby the
black boxesalong the trajectoryshownin the upperpanel of

Figure 1. The long whiteboxesindicate,on the other hand,
the positionof the spacecraftat the time when energyscans
wereconducted(the verticalcoordinatein this plot represents
the distancefrom the spacecraftto the sun-Venusaxis).The
data of orbit 62 are particularlyusefulbecauseclearlydistinct
flux levelswere measuredin the inner and outer regionsof the
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Pig. 2. œ]ectmfield signaturerecordedwith the electricfield detectoroœthe PVO duringits outboundpassthrough
the Venus ionosheathon orbit 62 The time intervalsduring which the angular scan measurementsoœFigure ! were
conductedare indicatedat the top oœthe figure.

ionosheath. Thus the peak intensity of the plasma fluxes de-

differ from those contemplated in the compressionof inter-

tectedin cycleI (in the 656.4-eVenergystep)is ~2.6 x 108 planetary magnetic fluxes against a planetary obstacle[Ioffe,
cm-2 s-• sr-• and is about one order of magnitudesmaller 1968' Zwan and Wolf, 1976] but seem to indicate that the
than the •--2.1x 109 cm2 s-• st- • peak flux of cycleII, and plasma simply expandsbehind the planet.
In addition to the different flux intensities seen in the inner
the 4.4 x 109 cm-2 s- • st- • peakflux of cycleIII. An indicaand outer ionosheath, the data of Figure 1 show that the
angular spread of the plasma fluxes in the inner ionosheath
(curvesI) is larger than in the outer ionosheath (curves II).
This variation is clear in both lower panelsof Figure 1 despite
measurements
were only ,--9 x 107cm-2 s-• sr-• (alsode- the fact that the angular width of the distribution of plasma
tected in the 656.4-eV energy step) and thus are a factor of 3 fluxes of different energy is not the same. The overall evolusmaller than those measuredin angular scan I. The different tion of their angular spread,betweenthe outer and the inner
flux intensity measuredin the inner and outer regions of the ionosheath, can be interpreted as indicating that hyionosheath implies density values which range from about dromagnetic waves, plasma turbulence, and/or the thermal
N = 3 cm-3 to N = 15 cm-3 (calculatedfrom the measure- motion of the plasma producesa higher angular dispersionin
ments conducted in the first and secondenergy scans,respec- the inner ionosheath.In the caseshown in Figure 1 the angutively). These valuesare consistentwith the conceptthat the lar distribution of the plasma in this region (curves I) appears
plasma density decreasesin the inner ionosheathas reported to be broader than that detected in the outer ionosheath and
previouslyfrom the Mariner 5 [Bridge et al., 1967, Figure 2], in the free stream solar wind. This result is also evident in
Venera [Verigin et al., 1978, Figure 7], and PVO [Spenneret Figure 3, where the angular width of the distributionsmeasured in all four energy steps are given. The angular width
al., 1980, Figure 4] measurements.
The variation of the plasma density with distancefrom the plotted in Figure 3 is that acrosswhich the normalized flux
ionopauseis also compatible with the measurementsof the intensityis > 80% of the peak value (this width can be readily

tion that weak fluxesare also presentat locationscloserto the
ionopauseis provided by the measurementsconductedin the
energyscanpreviousto the angularmeasurementsof cycleI.
The peak fluxes of the energy spectrum of these previous

electric noise level recorded with the orbiter

electric field de-

tector (OEFD) of the PVO [Scarf et al., 1980]. This is illustrated in Figure 2 on a plot of the electricsignaturesmeasured
in the 100-Hz, 730-Hz, 5.4-kHz, and 30-kHz channels of the

OEFD. The time intervals in which the angular scans were
conductedare indicated by the cross-hatchedareas at the top
of Figure 2. In this Plot it can be appreciatedthat a notable
increase of the electric signals in the 5.4-kHz and 730-Hz

estimated

even in cases in which

the data

are restricted

to

small anglesaround the preferentialdirection of motion). The
symbolsused in Figure 3 are coded accordingto the energies
sampledin each angular scan. Thus we see that the angular
width of plasma fluxeswith the sameenergycan be compared
in three different energy stepscommon to all measurements.
The slightly lower energy range probed in the inner iono-

sheathis due to a smallshiftof the peak of the local energy
channels
occurredbetweenthe first and the secondangular spectrumand reflectsthe lower velocitiesthat the plasma has
in that region. The solid symbolsrefer, in addition, to casesin
which the peak flux intensity is at least 40% of the maximum
2029:20UT and 2035:30UT) indicatethat the densityin that value measured in each angular scan. The fact that all four
region occurredin the 8 cm-3< N < 15 cm-3 range (in readingsin the inner ionosheath satisfy this condition is inwhichtheplasma
frequency
fallswithinthereponse
rangeof dicative of a more even distribution of the flux intensity with
that channel).The detection of such signals,at and near the energy and is again consistentwith the contention that the
time wBen the angular scan i were condUCted,thus fits ad- plasmafluxesin that region may have high temperatures.
Data which are particularly usefulfor examining the anguequatelywith the conceptthat the plasma density increased
from low values(<8 crn-3) in the inner iOnosheath
to high lar distribution of plasma fluxes in the immediate vicinity of
the ionopause,downstreamfrom the terminator, are provided
values(> 15cm-3) beyondangularscanI.
There is experimentalevidencewhich indicatesthat the de- by the measurementsconductedin orbit 82. These are shown
creaseof the plasma density in the inner ionosheath down- in Figure 4 with the sameformat usedin Figure 1. In this case
stream from the terminator may occur as a sudden transition a cycle of observationsended soon after the spacecraftexited
acrossa strong rarefactionwave and that it is not necessarily the ionosphere,and two more before the PVO left the ionoaccompaniedby a commensurateincrease of the magnetic sheath.The profiles shown in the two lower panels of Figure 4
field intensity [Perez-de-Tejadaet al., 1984]. Such conditions are those of the strongestfluxes detectedduring the angular
scans. We note, in addition, that the distinct enhancements

seen in the 30-kHz channel in the inner ionosheath (between
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Adequateestimatesof the temperatureof the plasma fluxes,
basedon the width of their azimuthal distribution, require of
the detailed examination of the effects that hydromagnetic
waves and plasma turbulencemay produce on the observed
angular broadening.Becauseof the short (< 12 s) scaletime of
the azimuthal scansit is possibleto considerthat long-period
wavesand large-scaleturbulent eddiesmay not be effectivein
significantlyaliasing the broadening produced by the thermal
motion of the plasma. On the other hand, it is clear that the
effectsof short-period waves as well as that of any intrinsic
spatial irregularities of the solar wind flow cannot be disregarded.
It appearspertinent to point out, however,that large angu-
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Fig. 3. Comparisonof the width of the azimuthal distribution of
plasma fluxes recorded in all four energy stepsin which the three
angular scan measurementsshown in Figure 1 were conducted.The
angular width is that acrosswhich the normalized flux remains above
80% of the peak value. The various symbolsused correspondto the
following energies:diamonds,494.7 eV; inverted triangles,582.8 eV;
triangles, 656.4 eV; circles, 808.5 eV; squares,953.3 eV. The solid
symbolsindicate that the flux intensity is at least 40% of the maximum value measuredin each angular scan.

measurements of cycles I and II (in the 1.3- and 1.5-keV
energy steps) and in the free stream solar wind, where the
strongestfluxes were measuredin the 1.1- and 1.3-keV energy
steps(the angular measurementsof cycle III are not suitable
for comparison becauseof fluctuations in the flux intensity
caused by the crossing of the spacecraft through the bow
shock). As in orbit 62 (Figure 1), a gradual increase in the
strengthof the plasma fluxeswith distancefrom the ionopause
is also evident in this case.Thus we find that in the (dominant)
1.5-keV energy step the peak intensity changed from 1.38

are observed even when the

fluctuation level of the magnetic field intensity is not very
significantnor different from that detectedduring the angular
observations

conducted

in the outer ionosheath.

On the basis

of this latter circumstancewe can make a comparative calculation of the equivalent plasma temperature implied by the
width of the angular distributionsin the inner and outer ionosheath.Sucha calculationwill enableus to reach somesignificant conclusionsregarding the composition and acceleration
of the local plasma.
From the data shown in Figure i we can estimate that the
half width of the azimuthal distribution of the plasma fluxes
measured

in

the

inner

ionosheath

in

orbit

62 is between

qb= 10ø and •b = 15ø. These values imply that the ratio of
their thermal velocity V to the kinetic velocity U, which can
be estimated from V/U- tan 4•, is in the 0.15-0.25 range.
Since,in addition, suchplasma fluxesare detectedin the 500600 eV energy range, we can further calculate their thermal
velocityby assumingthat they are either protons or planetary

O+ ions.In thefirstcasethekineticvelocity
is Up= 350km/s
andthethermalspeedis,therefore,
betweenV• ,-, 50 km/sand
V•• 100km/s.For suchvaluesthe temperature
of theplasma
should be between T = 105 øK and T = 3 x 105 øK which is

of the order of standard ionosheathtemperatures(see,for example, Mihalov et al. [1982, Table 3]). At the same time we
can also infer that the larger width of the azimuthal distribution of the plasma fluxesin the inner ionosheath,shown in
both lower panels of Figure 1, implies a temperature increase
x 108cm-2 s-• sr-• in cycleI to 3.23 x 108cm-2 s-• sr-•
of up to a factor of 3 with respect to the temperature of
in cycleII and to > 6 x 108cm-2 s-• sr-• duringthe energy plasma fluxesof similar energyin the outer ionosheath.Such
scanof cycleIII beforethe PVO approachedthe bow shock.
an increaseis comparableto those reported from the energy
The importance of the data of orbit 82 derivesfrom the fact spectraanalysisof the Venera plasma measurements[see Verthat it reveals that angular widths comparable to, or even igin et al., 1978; Romanovet al., 1979].
larger than, that of the free stream solar wind can be present
The identification of the plasma fluxes in the inner ionoeven in the immediate vicinity of the ionopause.This is evisheath as material of exospheric/ionosphericorigin, on the
dent in both lower panels of Figure 4 despitethe fact that the
other hand, presentssome difficultiesin regard to their obangular width of the 1.3-keV fluxesin cycleI is slightlysmaller servedbehavior. For example,if suchfluxesrepresenta poputhan that of cycle II. Thus, while evidencefor a wider angular lation of O + ions scavenged
directly from the ionosphere,
distribution in the inner ionosheath is available only from the
theirstreaming
velocity
wouldbe Uo+= U•(mp/mo+)
•/2= 90
(dominant) 1.5-keV fluxes,we find no indicationsin this, or in
km/s, and their thermal speed would be between Vo+• 15
any of the other orbits examined, of significantlynarrower km/s and Vo+• 25 km/s. Sincetheselower velocitiesare comprofilesin that region. This latter behavior would be expected mensuratewith the largermassof the O + ionsin the calculato occur if mass loading and/or charge exchange collisions tion of the thermalenergy(2 kT - mo+Vo+2)the sametemperdominated the interaction processand the plasma in the inner ature valuesderived above must also be expectedin this case.
ionosheath consisted mostly of planetary particles at ionoIt is clear, however,that ionosheathtemperaturesof the order
spherictemperatures.The observationof wide angular distri- of 105øK are muchhigherthan the temperatures
measured
in
butions in that region suggests,therefore, that in addition to
the Venus upper ionosphere,and thus it is necessary,in this
such processesthe plasma may be subjectto dissipativephe- interpretation,that the O + ions be stronglyheatedas they
nomena which have the effect of increasingthe local temper- leave the ionosphere.
ature.
An alternative option is to assumethat the plasma fluxes
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Fig. 4. Same as Figure 1 for measurementsconductedin orbit 82. The angular distributionsshown in both lower
panelsare thoseof the strongestfluxesmeasuredin cyclesI and II (in the 1.3- and 1.5-keV energysteps)and in the free
streamsolar wind (in the 1.3- and 1.1-keV energysteps).

present in the inner ionosheathresult from photoionization
processes
taking placeabovethe ionopause.The massloading
of the oncoming flow through the convective V x B electric
field requires, in this case, that the thermal and the kinetic
speedsof the planetary ions be of the same order of magnitude. Since this condition

is not consistent with the numbers

field orientation. This question is examined more fully in
Figure 5 wherethe azimuthal directionof the particle fluxesof
the first angular scan (cycleI) of Figure 1 is plotted together
with the local magnetic field orientation obtained from the
OMAG data of the P¾O (C. T. Russell,personal communication, 1983). The apparent lack of correlation between both
directionsthat is evident in Figure 5 is entirely analogousto
that reported by Perez-de-Tejada et al. [1982] from P¾O

given above, it is necessaryto assumefurther that the fluxes
undergo an additional expansionwhich has the effect of remeasurements
conducted
in the Venus distant ionosheath
ducing their thermal velocity. Mihalov and Barnes [1982]
noted a similardiscrepancyin the thermal and kinetic speeds (,-, 12 Rv). In that study it was concludedthat the persistent
of O + fluxes detected in the far wake. These authors estimate
motion of the planetary ions along the shocked solar wind
that a 103-foldexpansion
of the volumeoccupied
by the O + direction is not consistentwith the behavior expectedif the
convectiveV x B electricfield was solelyresponsiblefor their
fluxes would be sufficientto decreasethe thermal velocity to
the observedvalues.Even though the large dimensionsof the acceleration.Instead, it was necessaryto assumethat waveparticle interactions control their assimilation into the
wake seemto be adequateto accountfor suchan expansion,it
is not evidentthat the sameargumentcan also be applied to shockedsolar wind flow. The conditions which may lead to
the much
............. smaucr region near me terminator which was
buell
• ICS•UIISC11i:tVC OCCII cxaHuncu
..............................
by Br i•c• [I •O•J•
........ anti It
probed during orbit 62.
is clear that similar considerationswould be required in orbit
A further complicationencounteredin this latter interpreta- 62 if the plasma fluxes in the inner ionosheathwere assumed
tion is the fact that the direction of motion of a planetary to be of planetaryorigin.
particle population acceleratedthrough a convective V x B
The descriptionof the behavior of the plasma fluxesof the
electricfield is expectedto be dependenton the local orienta- inner ionosheathpresentedhere appearsalso to be applicable
tion of the magneticfield vector.The plasmafluxesdetectedin
to plasma fluxesmeasuredin other orbits. As noted before,the
the inner ionosheathin orbit 62 are seento mantain, however, observationsconductedin the outbound leg of orbit 82 proa similar direction of motion (nearly coincidentwith the antivide evidencewhich indicatesthat rarified fluxeswith angular
solar direction) despite continuouschangesof the magnetic width comparable to, or even larger than, that of the free
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the O + ions undergoa very substantialexpansion.If such
particles are of planetary origin, it is more likely that their
assimilationinto the solar wind proceedsthrough thermalizing processeswhich bring their temperature to ionosheath
values.Alternatively, a locally heated (and rarified) solar wind
proton population could also account for the large widths of
the angular distributions and the depressedflux intensities
measured in that region. In either case it is necessaryto
assumethe existenceof a heating sourceat and near the ionopause,as would be expectedto occur from the onset of viscous
processesat that boundary. These views are not meant to
imply that mass loading and charge exchangecollisionsare
not effective in modifying the composition of the shocked
solar wind streaming near the Venus ionopause(as described,
for example,by Slavin et al. [1983]). Instead, the conclusionof
our study is that despite the operation of these processesthe
plasmain that region appearsto be dominatedby dissipative
phenomenawhich produce a net increaseof the local temperature.
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